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Metro Community Housing Co-operative Ltd. 
Location:            Suite 208, Level 2, 1 Erskineville Rd  
Postal Address:         PO Box 1198, Newtown, 2042 
 
Office hours:               Monday, Tuesday & Thursday:       10.00am – 4.00pm     
                                       Wednesday:                                         1.00pm -  4.00pm 
 
Tenants and applicants are seen by appointment outside these times.  
 
Telephone:   02  9565 4599            Fax:    02  9557 9308 
 
 

Our values: To create a better community by 
 
✓ providing housing and other assistance to people in our community who 

are in high need; 

✓ empowering our tenants and enhancing their life choices through access to 
affordable, appropriate and secure housing; 

✓ making links and working collaboratively with other housing providers and 
community support services to help us achieve these aims; and 

✓ actively engaging in activities which support the social  housing sector and 
the broader objective of improving access to safe, affordable housing for 
all. 

 
Thank you to all who have contributed to the co-operative 

over the last year! 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Published by: Metro Community Housing Co-operative Ltd.  
For a copy of the Metro Community Housing Annual Report please call us on 

(02) 9565 4599  or e-mail  reception@metrohousing.org.au. 
This  report can be  downloaded from  www.metrohousing.org.au 

mailto:reception@metrohousing.org.au
http://www.metrohousing.org.au/
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Annual General Meeting  
6.00pm on 29 November 2017 

Petersham Bowling Club 
Brighton Street, Petersham 

 
Agenda 

 
1. Welcome and Acknowledgement of Country 
  
2. Apologies 
 
3. Minutes of previous meeting 
 
4. Matters arising from the previous minutes 
 
5. Reports: 

a)   Chairperson’s report 
b)   Treasurer’s report 
c)   Manager’s report 

 
6. Motion for acceptance of reports 

 
7. Appointment of Returning Officer 
 
8. Election of Board of Directors 
 
9. Appointment of Auditor 
 

10. New business  
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Minutes of the 2015/2016 Annual General Meeting  
 

Wednesday 30th November 2016 
at 

Erskineville Town Hall, 

Erskineville Road, Erskineville 2043 

 

1. Welcome 

The Chairperson opened the meeting at 5.00pm and welcomed all Metro Co-operative 
members and guests to the AGM.  James then introduced the Metro Board of Directors 
and staff, acknowledged the attendance of representatives from our partner 
organizations and thanked tenants who were present. 

Present: Fred Corrie, Walter Lavery, Connie Smith and Sandra Toovey (Stepping Out), 
Jennifer Croton, Cassandra Croton-Smith, Julie Harrison, Emma Lane, David Abello, 
Malcolm Pollard, Enda O’Callaghan, Sue Taylor, James Kennedy, Alan Mathew, Dennis 
Elacion, Dawn Kavouras, Nhung Vu (Launchpad), Catherine Lin, Ken Stevenson, Yarrie 
Sillah, Warren McCullough, Mark Barass  

Apologies: Valerianne Byrnes, Melinda Tunbridge, Rick Daly, Elizabeth Sharaq 

2. Welcome to Country 

James acknowledged the traditional owners of the land on which we were meeting, the 
Gadigal people of the Eora nation, and thanked elders past and present for their care of 
the land.   

3. Minutes from previous meeting: 

Motion: "That the minutes of the AGM held on 24 November 2015 be accepted as a true 
and accurate record of the meeting".  

Moved: Sue Taylor  Seconded: Malcolm Pollard   

Motion carried unanimously.                                            
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4. Reports: 

Chairperson's Report 

The Chairperson focused on the highlights of the previous 12 months in his Report.  

Metro is providing housing to a greater number of people than a year ago. James noted 
that 5 of the additional tenants are being housed at the property Metro acquired in 
November 2015 in Sloane Street, Summer Hill.  

James advised the meeting that the Co-op is currently awaiting settlement on the 
purchase of a piece of land that adjoins the Sloane Street property. This will increase the 
development potential of the site considerably. The purchase should be completed in 
the current financial year. 

James expressed his thanks and acknowledged the work of all of the Metro Co-op staff, 
his fellow Board members and all of our support partner organizations.  

The Chairperson then made a presentation and moved a vote of thanks to Alan Mathew 
who, as Metro’s previous accountant,  provided over 20 years of sound financial advice 
and dedicated service to the Co-op.  He also noted that Alan had equipped us for the 
future through the training and mentoring he provided to our current accountant.   

Treasurer's Report and Financial Statements 

Catherine Lin presented the Financial Statements for the financial year ending 30 June 
2016. She reported that Metro is in a sound and strong financial position to go forward. 

CEO’s Report 

The CEO spoke to her report. Julie said she was pleased to be able to report on the very 
positive results shown in the 2015-2016 Metro Tenant Satisfaction Survey.  The work for 
the survey is contracted out and is conducted by the Federation of Housing Associations 
on behalf of Metro.  

The results showed that Metro had met and exceeded the requirements of the National 
Regulatory Standards benchmarks in a number of areas eg communication with staff, 
overall satisfaction with the services tenants receive from Metro, and the condition and 
location of their properties. 
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Julie also informed the meeting that we had successfully negotiated an additional 
feature to our insurance policy which means that from 1 December 2016 tenants will be 
covered for Contents Insurance up to the value of $5000.00.  The cost of this comes to 
approximately $10.00 per tenant per annum and Metro is happy to absorb this cost in 
order to offer this benefit to all tenants.  

Julie thanked the Metro staff for their excellent work on behalf of the tenants and the 
Co-operative. 

Motion: "That the Chairperson’s Report, the Treasurer’s Report and Financial 
Statements for 2015-2016 and the CEO’s Reports all be accepted." 

Moved: Malcolm Pollard Seconded: David Abello.   Motion carried unanimously 

7. Election of Board of Directors 

Julie Harrison acted as the Returning Officer for the election of Directors to the Board. 

Julie read out the names of those members who were nominated to stand for election 
to the Board of Directors – James Kennedy, Catherine Lin, Malcolm Pollard, Enda 
O’Callaghan and Sue Taylor. 

There being five vacancies and no further nominations, Julie declared the five nominees 
to be elected unopposed. 

8. Appointment of Auditor 

Motion: "That Partlett, Chave and Rowland be appointed to act as Auditors for Metro 
Community Housing Co-op in the 2016 -2017 financial year." 

Moved: David Abello Seconded: Enda O’Callaghan. Motion carried unanimously 

James thanked the Auditors for their diligent efforts over many years. He noted that 
whilst the Co-op has retained the same company of auditors for many years, in 
accordance with industry best practice the actual auditor completing our annual finance 
report is rotated every 3 years.  

James declared the meeting closed, thanked everyone for their attendance and wished 
all present a wonderful festive season.  

Meeting closed at 5.30pm. 
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A Snapshot of Metro Community Housing 
How do we operate? 
Metro Community Housing receives operational funding from the Communities, Homes 
and Places Division of the NSW Department of Family and Community Services.   

Our primary purpose is to provide long term, subsidised accommodation to people on low 
incomes who meet Housing Pathways (NSW Housing Register) eligibility.  This requires 
applicants for social housing in NSW to be either Australian citizens, permanent residents 
or have protected visa status; to reside in NSW; and to meet income eligibility 
requirements.     

Metro also provides transitional housing for people referred through support partnership 
nominations from our community support partners.  The consumers/clients of these 
organisations require assistance to exit primary homelessness or to prevent those exiting 
in-patient psychiatric services, crisis refuges, drug and alcohol programs, or the criminal 
justice system from falling into homelessness or being required to live in unsafe/insecure 
accommodation.  

Through a program run in collaboration with Sydney Area Local Health Service, the 
associated Community Mental health teams and Community based support providers 
we provide transitional housing to clients of those services who need to demonstrate 
independent living skills in order to be offered permanent social housing.   

The transitional housing programs are for periods of between 6 and 24 months 
depending on the individual circumstances of the tenant/s. 
 

Who do we house? 
Metro is a generalist housing association, but an objective of our 2015-2018 Strategic Plan 
committed us to increasing the percentage of tenancies offered through support 
partnership nominations for those in high need from 25% to 35%.   Metro has achieved 
this target.  

Metro has also partnered with FACS, City of Sydney Council and other inner metropolitan 
community housing providers to provide long term housing to people who have been 
rough sleepers in the inner city through the Connect 100 program.   This follows on from 
our earlier collaboration with Bridge Housing, which co-ordinated the Platform 70 
program for a similar cohort. 
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In collaboration with  Specialist Homelessness Services,  these programs aim to provide 
“wrap-around” services to assist people with a lengthy history of primary homelessness 
to achieve a sustainable and positive tenancy, improve their health and well-being and 
develop greater capacity for positive social and community engagement.   

Tenants are assisted into permanent housing and provided with an initial level of 
intensive support and/or referral to specialist services (i.e. mental health; alcohol and 
other drugs, trauma counselling) to aid their transition from “street to home”.     

Further information about the composition and features of our tenancies are detailed in 
the Statistical Information section of this report.  

 

Where do we operate? 
The majority of our properties are located within the inner west metropolitan area - 
primarily in what were the former Ashfield, Marrickville and Leichhardt Local 
Government areas (now incorporated into the amalgamated Inner West Council);   
City of Sydney and Canterbury Local Government areas.  We have a smaller number of 
properties located across 12 other local government areas.  Our housing stock ranges 
from studio apartments to six bedroom houses.   
 
Over the last three years we have seen a minor re-orientation of our leasehold portfolio 
to suburbs a little further from the CBD.  This followed a  major review of the 
Community Housing Leasehold Program, the outcome of which was a change from a 
subsidy model based on the difference between the rent paid by Metro (capped at the 
benchmark rent for individual Local Government Areas) and the rent paid by our 
tenants, to an annualised funding model which commenced at the start of the 2014/15 
financial year.    
 
Those annual budgets were determined based on an averaging of the funding each 
Community Housing provider had received over the previous 4 quarters.  Subsequent 
annual funding was initially indexed at 5% per annum but since 2016/17 has been 2.5% 
per annum (based on downward trends in the Consumer Price Index).  

In order to restrain costs in this program we have been gradually relinquishing 
properties in higher cost areas when tenants seek a transfer or voluntarily vacate, or 
when owners issue us with Notice to Vacate.  

Except where tenants can demonstrate a “locational need” to remain or be housed in a 
specific suburb/area in order to access specialist medical, educational or support 
services we will try to acquire replacement properties in less expensive areas/suburbs. 

This, and the application of a “cap” on the rents we will pay is resulting in a reduction in 
the number of properties we lease in the inner city, the inner west and the eastern 
suburbs,  and an increase in our leasehold acquisitions in the middle ring suburbs.   
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A positive by-product of this approach has been that we have been able to assist a 
number of our transitional tenants who have had a positive tenancy history to 
successfully exit to the private rental market at the end of their tenancy with Metro, as 
we have been able to negotiate with the managing agent/owner for the tenant to take 
over the lease of a property that is within their affordability.  

 
How are we governed? 
Metro is incorporated as a not-for-profit, co-operative of members with Public 
Benevolent status. Membership of the co-operative is made up of Metro tenants and 
other persons with a demonstrated interest in our organisation or in the provision of 
community housing more generally.  All potential members complete a written 
application and these are then put to the Board for approval at the first available board 
meeting.   

Membership will only be refused where persons applying have acted in a way contrary to 
the interests of the co-operative or its members.    

All members of the co-operative must meet the “active membership” provisions which 
require them to attend at least one meeting of the Board per annum.  This would normally 
be the Annual General Meeting.  All members of the co-operative are entitled to 
nominate for, and/or vote at the AGM for appointment as a Director.   

The newly elected Board of Directors then call for nominations and elects specific position 
holders (i.e. Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer) at the first board meeting held after the 
Annual General Meeting.    These position holders are termed “executive” members.  

There is also a standing Finance, Audit and Risk Sub-committee comprising 3 directors, 
one of whom must be the Treasurer.   Other sub-committees are formed on an ad-hoc 
basis in response to specific requirements, ie Policy Sub-committee, Complaints Sub-
Committee.  

What is the role of the Board of Directors? 
The role of the independent Directors on Metro’s Board is to ensure the good governance 
and financial viability of the organisation. The Board of Directors are responsible for 
setting and monitoring Metro’s strategic direction and ensuring the organisation is 
meeting its legal, regulatory and fiduciary responsibilities.   

The Board meets every month to monitor the implementation of the plans (Strategic Plan, 
Business Plan, and Risk Management Plan) which provide the framework for our 
operations.     
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At each meeting the Board is presented with information in relation to our key 
performance indicators in the areas of arrears, asset maintenance, occupancy rates, our 
financial performance against budget and significant tenancy issues.  

The Board is provided with Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet statements for the 
preceding month and quarter and our accountant prepares Explanatory Notes/Exception 
Reports in relation to any significant (>5%) variations to budget/other matters of 
consequence.  The Accountant attends several board meetings each year and is available 
to respond to any board enquiries about our financial position in a timely manner.   

The day to day management of the organisation is the responsibility of the Manager.  The 
Manager develops the annual Business Plan with actions linked to our Strategic Plan 
objectives, liaises regularly with the Chairperson, attends board meetings and provides 
the Board with updates related to sector and organisational activities.    

The Manager represents Metro on relevant committees/working groups and is 
responsible for developing and oversighting Service Level Agreements with partner 
agencies.  

Our Current Board 
The current members of the Metro Board of Directors have qualifications and experience 
in Law, Accounting, Financial and Strategic management, Property and Asset 
Management, Human Resources, Disability Advocacy and Evaluation, and Community 
Support.  Board members are elected for two year terms. 

Directors Valerianne Byrne, Melinda Tunbridge, Elizabeth Sharaq and David Abello were 
elected for two year terms at the AGM in 2015.  They are therefore required to stand 
down from the Board, re-nominate and stand for re-election at this year’s AGM.  

Directors James Kennedy, Susan Taylor, Catherine Lin and Malcolm Pollard were elected 
to the Board at the 2016 AGM.  They will serve a two year term and are not required to 
stand down at this year’s AGM.   

Executive Officers are elected by the Board at the first board meeting following the AGM.   

Current executive members are: 

• James Kennedy   -  Chairperson 
• Elizabeth Sharaq  - Deputy Chairperson 
• Catherine Lin        - Treasurer 
• Susan Taylor        -  Secretary 
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Information about the date each Director was appointed and the number of meetings 
attended in the 2016/17 financial year is contained in the Annual Financial Statement 
section of the Audit report for this period.   

External Accountability 
In 2014 a new National Regulatory System commenced to replace the previous state-
based compliance reporting. Metro undertook interim registration as a Tier 2 Community 
Housing Provider in February 2014 and we have submitted Annual Registration returns in 
December of each subsequent year in order to maintain our Registration status. This 
requires us to demonstrate that all aspects of our operations comply with the standards 
required by the Independent Registrar of Community Housing which is a statutory 
position.  

Metro also provides detailed financial and governance data on an annual basis to the NSW 
Registry of Co-operatives, NSW Department of Fair Trading, and we report on key 
performance data in relation to tenancy management, asset maintenance and financial 
performance on an annual and quarterly basis to the Community Homes and Places 
Division, Department of Family and Community Services (our primary funder).   

Metro also conducts annual tenant surveys which are independently conducted on our 
behalf by our peak body – the NSW Federation of Community Housing Associations.   The 
Federation conducts surveys on behalf of other Community Housing providers and 
formats are standardised to  allow us to benchmark our performance against our peers. 
Survey results inform and assist us to review and respond to any service delivery issues 
identified by our tenants.      
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Chairperson’s Report 
At the outset, I want to acknowledge our members and other tenants who entrust the 
board with the responsibility to create and sustain the homes we provide. We are 
dependent on the skill and goodwill of our Manager and all our staff for continuing to be 
successful in that endeavour.  

I am enormously grateful to my colleagues on the board who contribute so willingly of their 
time and expertise. We value the support given by the NSW Department of Family & 
Community Services and all the support partners we work with.  

We are a great organisation, focussed on ensuring as many people as possible can have a 
safe, secure, comfortable and stable home. 

Our Constitution (revised at a Special General Meeting in 2014) allows for the appointment 
of between 6 and 10 directors.   Metro currently has nine directors oversighting the 
operations of the organisation.  Their strong support for the principles and values of the co-
operative helps to ensure we achieve our objective to safely and securely house people in 
need. 

The Metro board has determined that all decisions affecting the governance of the 
organisation will be made on a consensus basis and matters will be put to a vote of directors 
only in exceptional circumstances.  I want to acknowledge the commitment of directors to 
this principle which can on occasions make for a difficult decision making process, and for 
their active interest and engagement with board discussions.    
 
My fellow directors have met their responsibilities with a demonstrated spirit of co-
operation, collaboration and good will and they have all provided me with expert advice and 
guidance in oversighting the performance of the organisation.   
 
As directors we remain committed to the principle of tenant representation at board level 
and two of our directors are current tenants who contribute diverse skills and lived 
experience to our deliberations.    Malcolm Pollard is especially active in representing the 
broader interests of tenants through his participation in the Social Housing Tenant’s 
Network and his advocacy on behalf of Metro tenants.  
 
Metro has been fortunate in having an extremely stable board over many years who have 
been able to support and mentor those members who have joined in recent years.   At the 
start of the 2016/17 financial year we were very pleased to be able to recruit Catherine Lin 
to fill a casual vacancy on the board following the resignation of our previous Treasurer in 
early 2016.   
 
Catherine nominated for and was elected to the Board at the 2016 AGM and was 
subsequently appointed to the position of Treasurer following her election.  Catherine 
comes with significant accounting and financial management experience across several 
sectors and she has made a valuable contribution to the board since her appointment.  
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I would also like to acknowledge director Valerianne Byrnes’s assistance in acting in the 
Treasurer’s position from early 2016 until the AGM.  Valerianne was also a member of the 
Finance, Audit and Risk Committee alongside myself and David Abello throughout 2016. 
David and Valerianne’s diligence in oversighting our fiduciary responsibilities is greatly 
appreciated.  
 
Metro remains committed to working effectively with our support partners to provide 
appropriate assistance to high need clients with a particular focus on:  

• People with a psychiatric disability 
• People wishing to exit from long term primary homelessness (rough sleepers) 
• Young people exiting care or crisis services 
• Women and their children escaping domestic violence 
• Young indigenous families 
• People exiting the criminal justice system and alcohol/other drug rehabilitation 

programs 

At Metro we believe strongly that transitional housing programs complement and support a 
“Housing First” approach by providing affordable, stable housing to people experiencing 
short term situational crisis or by providing a framework for high needs tenants to acquire 
and demonstrate independent living skills.   
 
The allocation of transitional housing allows individuals to access appropriate supports to 
address the circumstances/issues that led to their becoming homeless in the first instance 
pending an allocation of permanent housing or exit to other housing options. 
 
We are well aware of the high level of unmet demand for social housing. There are currently 
over 60,000 individuals and families on the NSW Housing Register.  Approximately 5000-
6000 people are made offers of permanent social housing each year but this is less than 
those added to the Housing Register annually.  
 
Waiting times for the allocation of long term social housing, even for priority approved 
social housing applicants have lengthened considerably, and many of the people who we 
house in transitional programs would otherwise have experienced a worsening of their 
health, social connectedness and capacity to engage in education or employment whilst 
waiting for permanent housing. 
 
The majority of people we house in our transitional programs will require long term or 
permanent social housing but for those who have the capacity to move towards greater 
independence through educational opportunities and workforce participation we will 
support them in these goals.  We do this by: 
 

• providing stable and affordable accommodation beyond the maximum two year transitional 
term for young people and single parents who are in full time vocational or tertiary 
education and able to provide proof of course completion/achievement.   

• extending the term of transitional tenancies for single parents with dependent children who 
are completing Year 12 of high school or undertaking full time vocational/tertiary studies.  

• providing tenants with access to scholarships to assist with course fees and related costs.  
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• subsidising rent for up to 12 months beyond the end of the their transitional term for young 
people (under 25) and single parents (under 30) who have gained employment and have a 
realistic expectation of increasing their income/job security through permanent 
appointment, gaining additional hours of employment, or career progression.  

The majority of our tenants are housed in properties that we head lease in the private 
market with funding provided by FACS through the Community Housing Leasing Program.  
The introduction of annualised funding (to replace the previous subsidy model) in 2014 
required community housing providers to introduce acquisition strategies to restrain costs 
so that more people can be housed within the budget constraints of this program.    
 
We have done this by reconfiguring our leasehold portfolio (where possible), relocating to 
less expensive locations when we are required to relinquish properties or transfer tenants, 
and negotiating with agents/owners for longer term leases with capped annual increases.   
 
Metro is contracted to provide 261 leasehold properties within the allocated budget, but 
through the strategies outlined above we have been able to fund additional leasehold 
properties.   In the 2016/17 reporting period we have leased an average of 266 properties 
and these additional leases have allowed us to respond to the demand for short-medium 
term transitional housing for people exiting specialist homeless services, prison and drug 
and alcohol rehabilitation programs.     
 
Unspent CHLP funding is also able to be used to subsidise the purchase of properties to 
provide additional social and affordable housing.  In late 2015 Metro was able to utilise 
these funds to purchase a former boarding house which we have been able to convert to a 5 
unit residence comprising 1 two bedroom unit and 3 one bedroom units.   In October 2016 
we successfully bid at auction for land adjoining this property and future redevelopment of 
this combined site will allow us to meet our moderate and achievable growth targets. 
 
I want to acknowledge the role of the Communities, Home and Place division of the 
Department of Family and Community Services.  That agency continues to experience 
significant changes in their structure and operations and we acknowledge the commitment 
and professionalism of those staff we have worked with over this last year.  
 
Metro has operated primarily in the inner west metropolitan area since our inception.  We 
are committed to preserving diversity and social inclusiveness in our local community and 
we are grateful to receive ongoing funding from FACS which allows us to provide housing 
services in locations which would be impossible to access without significant rental subsidies 
for low income earners and those in need.  
 
Our peak body - The NSW Federation of Housing Associations - provide strong advocacy for 
the sector, through its policy work and submissions to government and oversight bodies. 
Their recognition of the importance of opportunities for information exchange and 
networking in order to promote continuous improvement is demonstrated through their 
training activities, industry development activities, the Federation Exchange Forums, and 
support and facilitation of the Asset Managers, Human Resource Managers, Middle 
Managers, Income Management and Chief Financial Officers’ networks.  
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We contract the Federation to conduct our annual Tenant Satisfaction surveys and the 
continuing development and refinement of benchmarking initiatives such as HouseKeys 
improves our capacity to review and analyse our operations to ensure we continue to 
provide high quality and financially viable services. 
 
In conclusion I want to reiterate my sincere thanks to the Metro staff team who continue to 
demonstrate their commitment to providing empathic, responsive and professional tenancy 
management services to all our tenants.  We are well served by their dedication to the 
interests of the powerless in our community.    
 
 

James Kennedy 
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Treasurer’s Report 
 
I am pleased to present the financial performance of your Co-operative for the year 
2016/17.  METRO’s balance sheet position at the end of the year remains extremely strong.   
 
This reflects the Board’s focus on maintaining a financially viable organisation whilst 
meeting our client service obligations to our tenants at the highest possible standard. 
 
Metro takes seriously our responsibility to the taxpayers of NSW and Based on our 
continued positive financial performance, I am confident that METRO meets its 
responsibilities to the satisfaction of the regulatory authorities and to our funding body.    
 
Highlights of our operating performance for this financial year include: 
 

• Total income increased by 1% to $10.4 million from prior year.  Of which, grant income 
increased by 6.3% to $6.0 million from prior year. 

• Total expenses for the year were $8.9 million, down from $9.1 million in 2016 largely due to 
reduced rent payments.  

• An operating surplus of $1.5 million, representing an increase of $247K over 2015/16.  
 

Highlights of our balance sheet position as at the end of the financial year include: 
 

• Total assets at the end of 2016/17 were $8.8 million versus liabilities of $2.1 million, 
resulting in net assets of $6.7 million                

• Current assets increased to $5.4 million in 2016/17 from $2.2 million in prior year 
• Cash reserve increased to $4.6 million in 2016/17 from $2.9 million in prior year. 

 
The Board thanks the METRO management team for strong leadership and prudent financial 
management.   
 
METRO’s sound financial position ensures the continuity of its operations while meeting 
fiduciary obligations.  It will also open opportunities through acquisition and redevelopment 
which will allow METRO to gradually grow our portfolio so we can house more people in 
need. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Catherine Lin 
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Manager’s Report  
Tenant Satisfaction Survey 

Metro has engaged the NSW Federation of Housing Associations to conduct our tenant 
surveys for the last six years.  This survey was conducted between 25 January and 1st March 
2017. All tenants were sent written surveys developed in consultation with the Federation 
and based on sector reporting requirements and benchmarks.  Tenants were provided with 
return paid envelopes to return their completed surveys directly to the Federation for 
analysis.  Tenants could also complete the survey in an on-line format. 23% were received 
on-line.  

We achieved a 33% response rate which is above the National Regulatory Scheme (NRSCH) 
benchmark of 25%. Metro met or exceeded the three NRSCH thresholds, including overall 
satisfaction with housing services which had a combined satisfaction rate of 90%: 
satisfaction with property condition which had a combined satisfaction rating of 83%; and 
satisfaction with the quality of repairs and maintenance which had a combined satisfaction 
rating of 85%.       

Other notable results include: 
• 91% were satisfied with their communications with Metro Housing 
• 89% of respondents said they were likely to recommend Metro to family & 

friends 
• A large majority (88%) reported that staff were helpful 

 
Overall satisfaction with housing services 

 
 
 

 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Very Satisfied
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Overall satisfaction with
housing services
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Overall satisfaction by main service areas 
Overall 
satisfaction 

Very 
satisfied 

Fairly 
satisfied 

Neither Fairly 
dissatisfied 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Combined 
Satisfaction 

Combined 
dissatisfaction 

Housing 
Services 

64% 27% 6% 2% 2% 90% 4% 

Supported 
Housing 

63% 29% 8% 0% 0% 92% 0% 

Complaints 19% 52% 14% 10% 5% 71% 15% 
Repairs and 
Maintenance 

49% 35% 4% 1% 12% 84% 13% 

Location  73% 19% 5% 3% 1% 92% 3% 
Neighbourhood 56% 27% 9% 5% 3% 83% 8% 
        
Communication 58% 33% 4% 2% 3% 91% 5% 
Tenant 
Engagement 

53% 28% 15% 3% 3% 81% 4% 

 
Complaints and Appeals 

Tenant satisfaction with the management of complaints and appeals improved slightly over 
last year’s results. Of those who made a complaint 71% were very satisfied/satisfied with 
how their complaint was dealt with (up from 68%) and only 15% were either very 
dissatisfied (4%) or fairly dissatisfied (10%).   

This compares positively to the last survey when 24% were very or fairly dissatisfied. Viewed 
over the longer term there has been a year on year improvement since the first externally 
conducted survey in 2013 which had an overall satisfaction rate of only 38%. 

This is a positive trend and hopefully reflects our focus on strengthening skills and 
supporting staff to deal with complex complaint matters, utilising the expertise and 
resources of external bodies such as the Housing Appeals Committee at early stages of the 
complaint process, and referring tenants to tenant advocacy and support services to ensure 
effective representation.   

In regard to awareness of complaint and appeal processes, this year’s result of 68% is 
slightly down from the previous survey (71%) with 20% unsure and 12% who didn’t know 
but represents a major improvement from 2015 when only 41% of tenants reported 
understanding the complaints process.    The comparative figure for Appeals was 52% 
stating that they know how to appeal a decision by Metro (51% in the previous year) with 
28% unsure and 20% saying they didn’t know how to appeal.    

Despite the relatively high number of supported transitional tenants who are housed by us 
for short periods (between 6-24 months) it was pleasing to see that over 80% of clients who 
have a support agreement in place (ie were nominated by a community support provider) 
indicated a good knowledge of our complaint and appeal processes.   

Ensuring that the support providers who nominate transitional tenants know and 
understand these processes so as to better assist their clients to utilise complaint and 
appeal mechanisms is an ongoing focus of our work with partner agencies. 
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Whilst we need to keep working with our tenants to increase their understanding of the 
appeal/complaint process it is worth noting that these results show that our efforts to 
inform tenants of these processes are proving to be effective.  

All tenants are given a copy of our Tenant Handbook at the time they sign their lease.  This 
outlines their rights and responsibilities as tenants and also includes detailed information 
about the options available to tenants if they are dissatisfied with any aspect of our service 
delivery or decision making. The handbook contains information about both internal and 
external processes for complaints and appeals.   

Our website includes information about complaints and appeals, and regular articles on the 
Metro/external complaints and appeals processes have been included in our quarterly 
newsletters over the past year.   

All correspondence sent to tenants relating to breaches of the terms of their lease and/or 
applications made to NCAT includes contact details for, and recommends that the tenant 
contact their nearest Tenant Advisory Service for assistance.  

Benchmarking by the NSW Federation of Housing Associations  indicates that our results in 
relation to complaints and appeals are consistent with the results of peer organisations.    
 
Location of Home and Satisfaction with Neighbourhood 
Despite the previously discussed changes to the CHLP program which resulted in locational 
reconfiguring of a proportion of our leasehold portfolio, tenants rated satisfaction with the 
location of their home  at 92%  (91% in 2016) with a positive upward trend from 83% in 
2014.   Total dissatisfaction was just under 4%.   

Overall Satisfaction with Neighbourhood declined from 91% in the previous survey to 83% 
with total dissatisfaction being 8%.   As this is the area most outside of our direct control it is 
difficult to explain why the number (9%) who felt their neighbourhood had either slightly 
declined (5%) or greatly declined (4%) had increased.  It may reflect tenants impacted by 
things like WestConnex acquisition, demolition and construction activities, increases in 
noise/disruption from increased residential development in particular locales, worsening 
traffic conditions or by very localised factors such as perceptions of crime/concerns about 
safety. 

Communication  
This section is made up of 2 questions relating to communication with tenants.   The first 
question asks how satisfied tenants are with the way Metro provides information and this 
resulted in scores of 87% satisfied and 4% dissatisfied.  The second part is how helpful 
tenants felt staff were when contacted with 91% reporting they found staff to be helpful 
and 5% stating staff were unhelpful. 

Overall satisfaction was ranked as 91% satisfied and 5% dissatisfied.    
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Tenant engagement 
This section acts 3 separate questions relating to the degree of engagement tenants have 
with Metro as an organisation:  

1. How satisfied or dissatisfied with the way Metro involves tenants? 
2. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you that Metro listens to tenant’s views and acts on them? 
3. How satisified or dissatisified are you that tenants are able to influence Metro’s decision 

making? 

It is noted that satisfaction was higher for the first two (lower) levels of engagement at 83% 
and 84% respectively but only 74% for the higher level of engagement.  

We believe this is largely explained by the need for Metro (and all other Community 
Housing providers) to comply with relevant Federal and State government legislation/policy 
frameworks as well as funding body and regulatory requirements in the application of 
relevant policies and procedures to our operations, leaving little room for us to implement 
decisions which tenants may desire but which would not meet our compliance obligations. 

Overall results for this category at 81% were consistent with the 2016 ranking of 80% and it 
is pleasing to note that this area is trending in a positive direction with comparative results 
being 72% in 2015 and 58% in 2014. 

 
About respondents 
Respondents gave their ancestry as: 

 45% born in Australia  
 28% born in a non-English speaking country 
 20% born in an English speaking country 
 8% were indigenous 

This aligns reasonably well with the proportion of Metro tenants in each of these categories 
with perhaps slight under-representation of tenants from non-English speaking backgrounds.    
 
Tenants in leasehold properties were generally more positive than tenants in leasehold 
properties, particularly in regard to questions relating to “value for money for the rent you 
pay” and “satisfaction with support plan”.  It should be noted that almost 74% of Metro 
tenants live in head-leased properties with an even higher proportion of supported 
transitional tenants residing in leasehold properties.   
 
Metro does not have primary responsibility for the maintenance of our leasehold properties 
and this would contribute to the higher level of satisfaction in regard to “the quality of 
maintenance of your home” at 88% for tenants in capital properties compared to 83% for 
tenants in leasehold properties.       

 

Julie Harrison  
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Our Housing Partners 
The Metro Strategic Plan 2015/2018 set a goal of increasing partnerships by 3-5% each 
year until we reached our target of 35% of all tenancies offered through support 
partnerships. We have achieved this goal and we currently have 120 tenancies offered 
to clients referred through support partnerships with 22 separate service providers.   

A support partnership is one where the service provider has nomination right; that is, 
they refer a client who is in urgent need of housing and provide support to help that 
person establish and maintain a successful tenancy.   Current priority groups for 
support partnerships include:  
✓ Women and their children exiting crisis accommodation 
✓ Young people (16-25) who are homeless or exiting crisis accommodation 
✓ Transgender and gender diverse persons 
✓ People exiting residential drug and alcohol programs 
✓ People exiting the criminal justice system 
✓ People with a psychiatric disability 
 

Our current partners include: 

• Aboriginal Women and Children’s Crisis Service 
• Aftercare Association (Biala and PHAMs programs) 
• B Miles Women’s Foundation 
• NSW Department of Justice Compulsory Drug Treatment Program 
• Glebe House 
• Guthrie House 
• Kathleen York House 
• Launchpad Youth Community 
• Lillian’s Place 
• Mission Australia Homelessness Outreach Service 
• NEAMI (Way2Home and PHAMS programs)  
• Rainbow Lodge 
• Salvation Army Homelessness Services Network  
• St John of God 
• St Vincent De Paul (Marian Centre, Homelessness Services) 
• Sydney Local Health District (Community Mental Health and Mobile Assertive Outreach) 
• The Gender Centre 
• Uniting Care (Supported Living Program, Mental Health Program)  
• We Help Ourselves 
• Wesley Mission 
• YWCA (Young Women’s Support Program and Rapid Rehousing Program) 
• WAGEC  
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Statistical Information for 2015/16 
 
Incorporation status:     Co-operative, Public Benevolent status 
 
Registration status:        Registered as Tier 2 Housing Provider 
 

Properties as at 30 June 2017 -  398 
 

Property Type Number of Properties 
Leasehold 268 
Capital (includes 2 Specialist Service crisis 
accommodation properties) 

107 

Connect 100   12 
Fee for Service      5 
Other Leasehold(GHSH, Crisis, Non-quota)      5 
Owned     1 
Total: 398 

 

Tenancies as at 30/6/17 - 421*                                
* The number of tenancies is greater than number of properties as we have several ‘shared’ 
properties with more than one head tenant 
 
Total people housed as at 30/6/17 - 851*               
* This includes head tenants, their children and additional occupants   
 

Total tenancies for the period- 506*               
*This includes head tenants who have exited during the period.   
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Breakdown of properties by funding programs 

 
 

Length of tenancies  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Note: the relatively large number of tenants in the “under twelve months category”  
reflects tenants housed for periods of between 3-24 months through transitional housing 
programs. 
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Ages groups of head tenants 
 

 
Actual Number:  

18-24=50, 25-44=150, 45-54= 118, 55-64=42, 65-74=38 Over 75=22, Unknown=1  

 
Gender of tenants (self-identified by tenants) 
 

 
 

Female:  219   Male: 201    Not Stated: 1  
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Tenancy Movements 
 
New tenancies for the period  141 
 
Tenancies ending in the period     96 
 
Tenant transfers for the period  54 
  
 

 
Notes: 
 
1.New tenancies does not include tenants transferring between Metro Properties 
 
2.In the majority of cases tenancies ending (shown in orange) relate to  tenants completing 
transitional housing programs.   
 
It also includes tenants who were deceased, who abandoned their properties, or had tenancies 
terminated by an order of NCAT.   
 
In descending order, tenants exited to: 

• permanent housing with Housing NSW/ other community housing providers 
• the private rental market 
• reside with family or friends 
• higher support  facilities such as aged care hostels/nursing homes 
• residential programs for Alcohol and other drug treatment  
• prison/Immigration detention/deported 
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Rent Arrears as at 30/06/2017 
Not in arrears:   367 
Arrears less than 2 weeks:   36 
Arrears less than 4 weeks:    10 
Arrears 4-8 weeks       8 
Arrears over 8 weeks:   0 
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Cultural Diversity (self-identified by tenants) 
 

Cultural Identity Percent 
 

Not stated/declined to disclose 34.7% 
Australian (non-indigenous) 27.2 % 
Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander 7.8 % 
Vietnamese 4.6 % 
Arabic 3.6 % 
New Zealand, Melanesia & Polynesia 3.1 % 
South American 2.2 % 
Central European 2.0 % 
Middle Eastern 1.9% 
British 1.9% 
Chinese  1.6 % 
Turkish 1.7 % 
South East Asian  (other than Vietnamese) 1.7 % 
African  1.4 % 
Southern European 1.0 % 
Russian/Russian Ukrainian 0.6 % 
Indian 0.5 % 
American 0.3 % 
Korean 0.3 % 

 
Total 

 
100% 
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